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ABSTRACT

A great number of developing countries do not have sufficient rainfall-runoff data of watersheds. For designing a hydraulic structure, considering the basic characteristics of synthetic unit hydrograph is quite indispensable. The geomorphoclimatic approach considers the rainfall and the properties of the watershed. This method can provide a better representation of the runoff estimation. In this study, a geomorphoclimatic instantaneous unit hydrograph (GcIUH) model has been developed. It’s derived from the parameters of the CLARK instantaneous unit hydrograph(IUH) which completes its shape. GcIUH based Clark model was applied from the Kasilian watershed in northern part of Iran. The Direct Surface Run Off (DSRO) hydrographs are estimated by the GcIUH based Clark model. Its DSRO hydrographs have been compared with the DSRO hydrographs computed by the Clark IUH model option of the HEC-HMS package. On the basis of quantitative evaluation of the model, it was found that the model is applicable for predicting storm surface runoff in the study area.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although the volume of flood and the peak discharge of flood have to be considered on designing hydraulic and hydrologic structures, the shape of flood hydrograph is necessary for correctly designing of them. For example, shape of flood hydrograph is a very important factor in flood control projects. If watershed does not have rain fall- run off data, it can be estimated synthetic unit hydrograph based on its geomorphology and climatic characteristics. Because of the cost of construction and maintenance of hydrometric stations is very high, the most of small watersheds have not rain fall- run off data. For producing synthetic unit hydrograph in these watersheds, we use rain fall- run off data of similar watersheds. Hydrologic and hydro meteorological characteristics of these watersheds are similar to characteristics of considered watershed. In addition, the parameters of hydrologic models vary based on climatic variations and land use variations.

Geomorphology-hydrology relationship provides the geomorphologic control on hydrological characteristics of watershed. The role of watershed geomorphology in controlling the hydrological response of river of watershed is known for a long time. Earlier works have been providing an understanding of watershed geomorphology-hydrology relationship through empirical relations [7, 19, 21].

In order to using geomorphologic characteristics, Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. [13, 17] introduced the concept of geomorphologic instantaneous unit hydrograph (GIUH).

Original formulation of GIUH is based upon the probability density function (PDF) of the time history of a random chosen drop of effective rainfall moving to the trapping state of a hypothetical watershed, treated as a continuous Markovian process, where the state is the order of the stream in which the drop is located at any time. The value at the mode of this PDF produces the main characteristics of GIUH.

Researchers expressed the PDF of travel times as a function of the watershed form characterized by the stream networks and other landscape features. However, they stated a triangular IUH would in some cases providing a satisfactory approximation [12, 16].

A number of derived the GIUH from the watershed geomorphologic characteristics related to the parameters of the Nash IUH model and parameters of the Clark IUH model (1945) for deriving its complete shape [2, 10, 18].

A variant of an extended version of the original GIUH ap-
proach, the so-called geomorphoclimatic instantaneous unit hydrograph or GcIUH, is proposed that permits the analysis of storms with variable rates of rainfall excess [14, 15].

Researchers concluded directly runoff from an ungauged hilly watershed can be predicted fairly accurately using the GIUH approach based on kinematics-wave theory and geomorphologic parameters of Horton’s stream order ratios, without using historical rainfall-runoff data [9]. In addition, a number of engineers established a flood prediction model based on a geographic information system (GIS), remote sensing and geomorphoclimatic instantaneous unit hydrograph (GeIUH) techniques. Flood prediction was based on the peak discharge calculated at the sub-basin scale using geomorphoclimatic techniques and the threshold runoff value [4]. Some useful comments on the GeIUH can be found in [3].

A researcher developed a DFFD model using a bi variety exponential rainfall model with negatively correlated intensity and duration, constant loss rate infiltration model and GcIUH as the effective rainfall-runoff model [11].

A scientist developed a geomorphoclimatic peak discharge model with a physical based infiltration component. This model calculated the peak of hydrograph and time to peak, which were then incorporated into an infiltration model for calculating the ponding time and effective rainfall intensity and duration [1].

The objectives of the present study are:

(i) To evaluate the geomorphologic parameters of the watershed required for derivation of the GeIUH parameters.
(ii) To derive GeIUH based Clark (GcIUH-Clark) from the geomorphologic characteristics of a watershed required to determination of relation between the GeIUH and the parameters of the Clark instantaneous unit hydrograph (IUH) model for deriving its complete shape.
(iii) To compare the flood hydrographs simulated using the GcIUH-Clark model with the Clark IUH model option of the HEC-HMS package (HEC-HMS, 2006, [8]) for evaluating the performance of the GcIUH-Clark model.

II. CASE STUDY

In addition to geomorphologic data, the data of several rain falls- run off events were recorded in the Kasilian watershed. This watershed is a small part of Caspian Sea watershed. Caspian Sea watershed is one of six major watersheds in Iran. Caspian Sea watershed is a jungle- mountain watershed in the north of the Alborz Mountain. The Kasilian watershed stands between 35° 58' 45" to 36° 07' 45" north latitude and between 53° 10' 30" to 53° 17' 30" east longitude. The Tajor River watershed (Roshan ab watershed) is in the north of the Kasilian watershed and the Bozla River watershed is in the south of the Kasilian watershed. The Tajan River watershed is in the east of the Kasilian watershed and the Talar River watershed is in the west of the Kasilian watershed. The area of the Kasilian watershed is 67.5 Km². the height of this watershed is between 1100 m to 2900 m from sea level. The values of De Martonne and Emberger climatic coefficients are 40.5 and 68.2 respectively. These coefficients show that the Kasilian watershed is a very wet and mountainous watershed. The yearly average of rainfall is 798.2 mm in the Kasilian watershed.

At the end of watershed, a hydrometric station was constructed in the Valikben village. A time series of 29 years hydrometric data was applied in this research from October 1970 to October 1999. The Kasilian watershed has three ordinary rainfall stations. The Sangdeh rainfall station has a time series of 29 years rainfall data. The data of this station is the most perfect data compared to other stations. This station is in the center of the Kasilian watershed. The Kasilian River is the main river of watershed. The length of the Kasilian River is 16.2 Km. This river is a branch of Talar River. The source of the Kasilian River is Golrood Mountain. A small river (the Soktehsara River) connects to the Kasilian River. The Kasilian River connects to the Talar River in Shergah. The flow direction of the Kasilian River is from east to west.

Fig. 1 shows the map of Kasilian watershed.

III. THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

1. Estimation of Geomorphologic Parameters

Geomorphologic analysis involved the computation of stream number, average stream length and average stream area of Kasilian watershed following Strahler’s ordering (1956) scheme [20]. These parameters were used to determine the Horton’s Ratio. The quantitative expressions of Horton’s laws are presented in follow:

\[
R_B = \frac{N_\Omega}{N_{\Omega-1}} \tag{1}
\]

\[
R_L = \frac{L_\Omega}{L_{\Omega-1}} \tag{2}
\]

\[
R_A = \frac{A_\Omega}{A_{\Omega-1}} \tag{3}
\]

where:

- \(R_B\): Bifurcation Ratio (Ratio of number of streams)
- \(R_L\): Length Ratio (Ratio of average of length of streams)
- \(R_A\): Area Ratio (Ratio of average of area of streams)
- \(N_\Omega\): No. of streams of order \(\Omega\)
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The channel of the Kasilian watershed was delineated and ordered according to Strahler’s (1956) ordering scheme [20]. The maximum order of the Kasilian watershed is equal to four. The corresponding length and area contributing to the surface runoff of each channel order were measured. Geomorphologic parameters $R_{bs}$, $R_l$, and $R_a$ were calculated for consecutive order channels using Horton’s law. $R_{bs}$, $R_l$, and $R_a$ for the whole watershed were obtained by averaging the preceding values (refer to Table 1).

The average value of bifurcation ratio $R_{bs}$ = 3.79; stream length ratio $R_l$ = 2.43; and stream area ratio $R_a$ = 4.93.

2. Clark IUH Model

For determination of Clark IUH, HEC-HMS software make used of two parameters.

1. Time concentration (hour)
2. Storage coefficient (hour)

Clark equation (1945) for determination of Clark IUH is:

$$u_i = \frac{\Delta t}{R + 0.5\Delta t} I_i + \frac{R - 0.5\Delta t}{R + 0.5\Delta t} u_{i-1}$$

where:
- $u_i$: The value of IUH
- $\Delta t$: Time step (hr)
- $R$: Storage coefficient (hr)

HEC-HMS software estimates inputs of model ($I_i$) by convert time-area graph to discharge. This software can optimize time concentration and storage coefficient.

3. Parameter Estimation of the Clark IUH Model

Parameters of Clark IUH model were estimated by attention to 13 rainfall-runoff events. Time concentration and storage coefficient of each event optimized by HEC-HMS software. For primary calculation, approximate values of parameters were introduced to Clark model. Then Clark model runs for these values. At the end, optimum values of time concentration and storage coefficient were calculated by comparison between observed direct surface runoff hydrograph to simulated hydrograph by model. Calculated time concentration is between 2.21 hr from 8.09 hr and calculated storage coefficient is between 2.5 hr from 6.64 hr.

4. Calibration and Validation of the Clark IUH Model

Nine rainfall-runoff events were considered for calibration and four rainfall-runoff events were considered for validation of the Clark IUH model. In this research, geometric mean of parameters of the Clark IUH model is calibrated values of parameters of the Clark IUH model. The calibrated value of time concentration is 5.09 hour and the calibrated value of storage coefficient is 3.98 hour. These values were applied for determination of instantaneous unit hydrograph and direct surface runoff hydrograph in four rainfall-runoff events that was used for validation of Clark IUH model.

5. Development of GIUH-Clark Model

Researchers proposed a simplified procedure based upon two assumptions [13, 17]. Firstly, the shape of the IUH was taken to be triangular and, therefore fully specified by its peak,
$q_p \left( \frac{h}{s} \right)$, time-to-peak, $t_p (h)$ and time base, $t_b (h)$. Secondly, the rate of rainfall excess, $i_r$, was essentially constant throughout its duration, $t_r (h)$. To estimate $q_p$ and $t_p$, they developed analytical solutions to a wide range of cases of network geometry and then regressed the values obtained on the characteristics of the networks analyzed [13, 17]. The results were:

\[ q_p = \frac{1.31 i_r^{0.43}}{L_{\Omega}} (V) \]  
\[ t_p = 0.44 L_{\Omega} R_{\Omega}^{0.55} R_{\Omega}^{0.55} v^{-1} \]

where:
- $q_p$: The specified peak discharge of flood hydrograph ($h^{-1}$)
- $t_p$: Time to peak discharge of flood hydrograph (h)
- $V$: The peak velocity (m/s)
- $L_{\Omega}$: The length of the highest order stream (km)

Because Eqs. (6) and (7) express the dependent variables in terms of watershed characteristics and a velocity term which estimated from the properties of the cross section at the watershed outlet, the IUH can be synthesized without the need for calibration with observed rainfall and runoff records.

They proposed an approach for determining the characteristic velocity term, $V$, by applying the kinematics wave assumptions [14, 15].

In this method, maximum velocity is determined by equation 8 in outlet of watershed.

\[ V = 0.665 a_{\Omega}^{0.16} (i_r A_{\Omega})^{0.4} \]  

where:
- $i_r$: Excess rainfall intensity (cm/hr)
- $a_{\Omega}$: The kinematic wave parameter for highest-order channel ($s^{-1} m^{-1/3}$)
- $A_{\Omega}$: Watershed area (km$^2$)

Under the situation of Eq. (8) in Eqs. (6) and (7), the peak discharge of flood and the time of peak discharge of flood in GIUH-Clark model were calculated by Eqs. (9), (10).

\[ q_p = \frac{0.871}{\Pi_i^{0.56}} \]  
\[ t_p = 0.585 \Pi_i^{0.4} \]

where:
- $\Pi_i$: Geomorphoclimatic parameter (hr)

Because of Eqs. (9), (10) depend only on geomorphologic and climatic data, they are referred to as the geomorphoclimatic IUH or GcIUH.

Eqs. (6)-(11) were derived by below assumptions:

\[ \frac{R_{\Omega}}{R_i} = 0.8, R_{i}^{0.43} = R_{i}^{0.4} \approx R_{i}^{0.38} \]  

These assumptions do not create limitation for application of this method.

The range of variation $R_{\Omega}$ is 2.5 to 5 and the range of variation $R_i$ is 3 to 6. A scientist assumed triangular shape is suitable for shape of instantaneous unit hydrograph [5]. He proposed equation 13 for calculation of the peak discharge of flood.

\[ \frac{Q_p}{Q_e} = \frac{2 t_r}{t_b [1 - \frac{t_r}{2 t_b}]} \]  

where:
- $t_b$: Time base of instantaneous unit hydrograph (hr)
- $t_r$: Time of duration of excess rainfall (hr)
- $Q_p$: The peak discharge of flood ($m^3/s$)
- $Q_e$: Equilibrium discharge ($m^3/s$)

By attention to $q_p$. $t_b = 2$ in triangular instantaneous unit hydrograph,

\[ \frac{Q_p}{Q_e} = t_r q_p [1 - \frac{t_r}{4}] \]  

If $t_r < t_b$, Eqs. (13), (14) will practicable. For long term precipitation, $Q_p = i_r A_{\Omega}$.

By attention to Eqs. (11), (13), (14), $Q_p$ is calculated by Eq. (15).

\[ Q_p = 2.42 i_r A_{\Omega} t_r \frac{i_r}{\Pi_i^{0.4}} \left(1 - \frac{0.218 i_r}{\Pi_i^{0.4}}\right) \]  

The GIUH-Clark model requires the ordinates of the time area diagram as an input to the model. For the considered watershed, the time concentration is computed as 7 hr. it is the initial estimate of time concentration.

The DEM of the Kasilian watershed was prepared. By using of this DEM, time of travel at various locations over the watershed was computed from hydrometric station in outlet of watershed. By using interpolation technique, a map of time distribution was drawn through these points and subsequently. The time-area ordinates in the form of cumulative watershed area versus time of travel were determined for the Kasilian watershed.

A map at an interval of 1 hr was prepared. Fig. 2 illustrates the plot of time of travel versus cumulative area for the study area.
This information was used to formulate the no dimensional time-area relationship of the watershed considering the normalized isochronal areas as the ordinates and the corresponding normalized times of travel as abscissas. The normalized isochronal areas are the ratios of the isochronal areas to the total watershed area. The step-wise procedure for derivation of the GcIUH-Clark model is as follows:

(i) Excess rainfall hyetograph must be computed.
(ii) The peak velocity $V$ for a given storm using the relationship between peak velocity and intensity of excess-rainfall must be estimated.
(iii) Compute the time concentration using the equation:

$$t_c = 0.2778 \frac{L}{V}. \tag{15}$$

where:

$t_c$: Time concentration (hr)
$L$: Length of the main channel (km)
(iv) Considering this $t_c$ as the largest time of travel, ordinates of cumulative isochronal areas, corresponding to integral multiples of computational time interval, are derived using the no dimensional time-area diagram. This describes the ordinates of the time-area diagram, $I_t$, at each computational time interval in the domain $[0, t_c]$.
(v) Compute the peak discharge ($Q_p$) of GcIUH given by Eq. (15).
(vi) Compute the values of storage coefficient ($R$), using a non-linear optimization procedure, so that peak of the DSRO Hydrograph estimated by the Clark model (For estimation of DSRO hydrograph convolute the excess-rainfall hyetograph with the unit hydrograph obtained in this Step for different value of $(R)$ is equal to $(Q_p)$ computed in Step (v)).

### 6. Parameter Estimation of the GcIUH-Clark Model

In the gauging site of the considering watershed, the geometric properties of the gauging section, the value of Manning’s roughness coefficient and the velocities (as a function of discharges passing through the gauging section and different depths of flow) were measured. Kinematic wave parameter for highest-order channel was estimated equal to 0.61 $\left( s^{-1} m^{-3} \right)$. By attention to this value and average rainfall intensity, the maximum velocity in outlet of watershed is calculated. After calculating the maximum velocity, $R$, $t_c$ are estimated by explained procedure derived from the parameters of GcIUH-Clark model. For computation of $R$ and $t_c$, 13 rainfall-runoff events were considered. The characteristics of these events are:

1. Hyetographs of these events are available.
2. Hydrographs of these events have a peak. In other words, a separate rainfall produces hydrograph. If several rainfalls produce a hydrograph, this hydrograph will have several peaks.
3. The outset and the end of hydrographs of these events are obvious.
4. The peaks of hydrographs of these events are clear. The peaks of these hydrographs are not very wide. In other words, rainfall produce these hydrographs but snow-broth do not produce them.

The range of calculated time concentration is from 3.66 to 9.72 and the range of calculated storage coefficient is from 3.22 to 9.5. Calculated values of time concentration, storage coefficient, arithmetic mean and geometric mean are shown in Table 2.

### IV. RESULTS

In this research, it is assumed that infiltration rate is constant. DSRO hydrographs computed by using GcIUH-Clark

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event number</th>
<th>Clark IUH (HEC-HMS)</th>
<th>GcIUH-Clark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R$ (hr)</td>
<td>$T_c$ (hr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>7.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>5.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>5.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>4.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>7.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>4.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>8.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>2.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>5.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>5.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arithmetic mean</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>5.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometric mean</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>5.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 3. Excess rainfall hyetograph (left) and observed DSRO hydrographs and DSRO hydrographs computed by GcIUH-Clark and Clark IUH models for event 10 (right).

Fig. 4. Excess rainfall hyetograph (left) and observed DSRO hydrographs and DSRO hydrographs computed by GcIUH-Clark and Clark IUH models for event 11 (right).

Fig. 5. Excess rainfall hyetograph (left) and observed DSRO hydrographs and DSRO hydrographs computed by GcIUH-Clark and Clark IUH models for event 12 (right).

Fig. 6. Excess rainfall hyetograph (left) and observed DSRO hydrographs and DSRO hydrographs computed by GcIUH-Clark and Clark IUH models for event 13 (right).
Table 3. Comparison between peak discharges of observed DSRO hydrographs and DSRO hydrographs computed by the GcIUH-Clark and Clark IUH models for 13 events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event number</th>
<th>$V_{max}$ (m/s)</th>
<th>Peak discharge of observed DSRO hydrograph (CMS)</th>
<th>Peak discharge of DSRO hydrograph computed by the Clark IUH (HEC-HMS) (CMS)</th>
<th>Peak discharge of DSRO hydrograph computed by the GcIUH-Clark (CMS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>5.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>2.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>11.60</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>10.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and Clark IUH (HEC-HMS) models are compared with the observed DSRO hydrographs for four rainfall-runoff events. Error functions are evaluated for the GcIUH-Clark and Clark IUH models by using the observed DSRO hydrographs.

The parameters of Clark IUH (HEC-HMS) model were calculated by using of geometric mean of nine primary rainfall-runoff events.

DSRO hydrographs computed by GcIUH-Clark and Clark IUH models were compared with the observed DSRO hydrographs as shown in Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6 for events 10, 11, 12 and 13.

Table 3 shows comparison between peak discharges of observed DSRO hydrographs and DSRO hydrographs computed by GcIUH-Clark and Clark IUH models for 13 events.

The values of errors functions computed for evaluation of the DSRO hydrographs produced by GcIUH-Clark model and Clark IUH (HEC-HMS) model viz. (i) model efficiency, (ii) percentage error in peak, (iii) percentage error in time to peak, given in

$$\text{EFF} = \left(1 - \frac{\sum (Q_{oi} - Q_{ci})^2}{m \sum (Q_{oi} - Q_{o})^2}\right) \times 100$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

where:

$\text{EFF}$: Model efficiency (%)

$Q_{oi}$: $i$th ordinate of the observed discharge (m$^3$/s)

$Q_{ci}$: Computed discharge (m$^3$/s)

$Q_{o}$: Average of the ordinates of observed discharge (m$^3$/s)

$m$: Number of ordinates

$$\text{PEP} = \left(1 - \frac{Q_{pc}}{Q_{po}}\right) \times 100$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

where:

$\text{PEP}$: Percentage error in peak (%)

$Q_{po}$: Observed peak discharge (m$^3$/s)

$Q_{pc}$: Computed peak discharge (m$^3$/s)

$$\text{PETP} = \left(1 - \frac{T_{pc}}{T_{po}}\right) \times 100$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

where:

$\text{PETP}$: Percentage error in time to peak (%)

$T_{po}$: Time to peak of observed discharge (hr)

$T_{pc}$: Time to peak of computed discharge (hr)

The values of errors functions of GcIUH-Clark model are shown in Fig. 7 for 13 storm events.

The values of error functions of GcIUH-Clark model and Clark IUH (HEC-HMS) model are shown in Fig. 8 for four storm events.

The range of model efficiency is from 71.37 to 89.26 percent for GcIUH-Clark model and it is from 5.95 to 89.45 percent for Clark IUH (HEC-HMS) model. Model efficiency of GcIUH-Clark model is higher than model efficiency of Clark IUH (HEC-HMS) model for 3 storm events on four storm events. Model efficiency of Clark IUH (HEC-HMS) model is very low for two storm events but model efficiency of GcIUH-Clark model is high for the total storm events.
Fig. 7. (a) Model efficiency EFF, (b) Percentage error in peak PEP, (c) Percentage error in time to peak PETP of the GcIUH-Clark model for 13 storm events.

The range of percentage error in peak (PEP) is from 9.33 to 39.3 percent for GcIUH-Clark model and it is from -46.37 to 18.1 percent for Clark IUH (HEC-HMS) model. GcIUH-Clark model calculated the peak discharge of flood less than observed peak discharge of flood for the total storm events. Clark IUH (HEC-HMS) model calculated the peak discharge of flood less than observed peak discharge of flood in three storm events but calculated the peak discharge of flood more than observed peak discharge of flood in one storm event. Percentage error in peak (PEP) of GcIUH-Clark model is often more than percentage error in peak (PEP) of Clark IUH (HEC-HMS) model.

The range of percentage error in time to peak (PETP) is from -11.11 to 0 percent for GcIUH-Clark model and it is from 0 to 20 percent for Clark IUH (HEC-HMS) model. Under the circumstance of GcIUH-Clark model, the calculated time to peak discharge of flood equal to observed time to peak discharge of flood in 2 storm events but calculated time to peak discharge of flood more than observed time to peak discharge of flood in two storm events. Clark IUH (HEC-HMS) model calculated time to peak equal to observed time to peak in 1 storm event while it calculated the time to peak less than observed time to peak in 3 storm events. Percentage error in time to peak (PETP) of GcIUH-Clark model is often less than percentage error in time to peak (PETP) of Clark IUH (HEC-HMS) model. GcIUH-Clark model makes used of a simple rational linear relation for time concentration. Because the peak velocity is changeable for different storm events, time concentration varies in different storm events. Time concentration is a function of the average of rainfall intensity while storage coefficient is a function of geomorphologic parameters and kinematics velocity parameter. GcIUH-Clark model is independent from rainfall-runoff data. This model can simulate the shape of flood hydrograph suitability and it
presents a suitable form of response of watershed to storm events.

V. CONCLUSION

By assuming an input of constant effective rainfall throughout the duration of rainfall and a uniform spatial pattern of the watershed, the GIUH-Clark model has been developed for estimation of the DSRO hydrographs for a watershed without rainfall-runoff data in northern part of Iran. In this research, the rainfall-runoff model was developed by relating the parameters of Clark’s conceptual model and its geomorphoclimatic parameters and peak velocity in outlet of the watershed. The GIUH approach provides an additional information about the effect of individual geomorphoclimatic parameters on discharge of flood. The effect of velocity on GIUH model shows the dynamics of hydrological response of a watershed. The GIUH-Clark model can be applied in watersheds without rainfall-runoff data. With comparison between the DSRO hydrographs estimated by GIUH-Clark model and the observed DSRO hydrographs as well as with the DSRO hydrographs computed by Clark IUH (HEC-HMS) model, it is observed that the DSRO hydrographs are estimated by the GIUH-Clark model have reasonable conformity with DSRO hydrographs estimated by the GIUH-Clark model. Even though, the GIUH-approach considers the Kasilian watershed as a watershed without rainfall-runoff data, Clark IUH (HEC-HMS) model utilize the observed rainfall-runoff data. The GIUH-Clark model have an advantage over the conventional Clark model as it does not use historical rainfall-runoff data for DSRO estimation, and consequently, no calibration of the model parameters is required.
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